
THE LUCKY BAG FOR BLOSSOMING SUCCESS.
www.bloomguard.de



Do your plant a favour with  
the right packaging 

Simple handling  
for productive manual packaging and  
machine-based packaging systems 

Eye-catching 
 lots of sizes and  

customized prints

BRC/IoP-Certification 
stands for the highest standards  

of food and food packaging manufacturers

Rapid delivery  
due to production in  

Germany

Contact us  
please send your inquiry on our  
website at www.bloomguard.de 

Cost-effective
due to innovative  

technology

Reliable production 
with homogeneous  
quality standards

Environmentally-friendly  
via certified materials  

(PEFC, FSC® (FSC®-C105659)) 
and waterbased colours

unlimited possibilities
We love our bloom guard. 

Therefore we are continously improving it to fit  
all your needs and a higher variety of products.  

Please check regularly to see our latest innovations.

bloom guard classic bloom guard plus pot cover loc bag bloom guard square

Made in Germany



Ideally combined.
Paper

 breathable

 tradition and handicrafts

 100% natural

 high quality

Environmentally-friendly
 certified materials  

     (PEFC, FSC® (FSC®-C105659))

 unbleached paper (as alternative to  
     bleached paper)

 waterbased colour

 light weight packaging for a lower carbon foot print

Film
  transparent

  attractive eyecatcher
 

  lower film thickness thanks to paper         combination

  compostable film on demand

Unlimited possibilities
  individually adjustable

  with film or 100% paper

  printed or non-printed

  with or without punched holes
 

  with or without wicket



Perforations
for quick and clean  
tearing off with the  
packing process

for good air circulation  
and breathing activity  
(variable amount and  
distribution possible)

bloom guard looks great, protects your plants and saves costs!

Punched holes 

All-round efficiency

Simple handling
for productive manual packaging and  

machine-based packaging systems 

Tear-off label

Easy waste separation
Eco-friendly

so the film can be removed as 

easily as child‘s play, without 

damaging the plant

thanks to the tear-off label, paper & film  

can be separated from one another and 

allow recyclable waste separation
bloom guard plus is also available  in a 100% paper version

bloom guard classic bloom guard plus



the pot cover is made 100% of high- wet-strength paper and will last for a long time

we don’t use any film as opposed 
to other manufacturers

the pot cover will  
make it possible

any plant can be packed  
thanks to the pot cover

liven up your pot –  

it deserves to look better

Water resistant
Eco-friendly

Longseller

Here you go
Design

this is what the loc bag  

delivers to fresh cut herbs

Super-fresh

the right print will enhance 
your products on any shelf

Good-looking 
use it multiple times
Reclosable

pot cover loc bag



LENGTH
MIN

30

13

MAX

75

41

bloom guard square

and well packed for easy  

transportation

there are many ways to individualize  

the bloom guard square

Protected

Gives joy 50/50 or 100% paperalternatively to the decorative combination of film & paper, the bloom guard square is also available in a full paper version 

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS IN CM 

          „bloom guard classic“ 
  

          „bloom guard plus“ 

          „pot cover“  

EXTERNAL DIMENSION IN CM 

          „square bag“ 
  

          „loc bag“   

Punched holes as requested. 
Paper:   unbleached and bleached kraft paper; standard to high-wet-strength 

Film:     OPP 25 my (upon request other thicknesses), PET 19 my, PLA 15 my,
              other material combinations upon request

  

HEIGHT
MIN

10

20

10

MAX

37

37

37

MIN

15

15

15

MAX

50

45

50

MIN

15

7

MAX

60

50

MIN

5

5

5

MAX

45

45

45

ABOVE

WIDTH

BELOW TEAR-OFF WICKET PUNCHED HOLES

2,5 - 5

2,5 - 5

2,5 - 5

2 - 5

2 - 5

Specifications
STATE: 01/16
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WEBER Verpackungen GmbH & Co. KG 
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